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Chapter 1651: One dragon and three phoenixes (3) 

 

Zhao Yu took the lead and rushed up the stairs to meet the crowd. 

“Although the stairs were slanted and Zhao Yu was at a disadvantage, he wasn’t afraid at all. Like a 

dragon crossing the river, he rushed into the crowd. ” 

“He first used the classic bull’s charge, knocking over several people. Then, he grabbed one of the 

People’s feet and pulled him down hard. That person rolled down the stairs as if he was sitting on a slide 

… ” 

“Thump, thump, thump … Just the sound alone was enough to make one’s balls hurt! ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu dodged a baseball bat that someone was throwing at him. He then used his shoulder to 

push the person aside, then used a whirlwind kick to count the people down. ” 

Pa pa … 

“As there were many people on the other side, Zhao Yu was still hit by some punches and kicks, but he 

didn’t care. He jumped up and punched one of them, knocking him down on the spot. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu grabbed another person’s arm and twisted it, easily snatching the baseball bat from his 

hand. ” 

“Zhao Yu was an expert in playing with sticks. As he leaned forward, the stick immediately flew out from 

under his armpit and hit the hatchet man’s head. The hatchet man didn’t even make a sound before he 

fell on the stairs and fainted on the spot. ” 

Wayaya … 

“The hatchet men were not to be trifled with. Although they saw that Zhao Yu could fight, they still 

swarmed forward and started punching and kicking Zhao Yu. ” 

“Zhao Yu threw the baseball bat at the crowd, but the baseball bat was suddenly caught by someone, 

and he couldn’t break free. ” 

Zhao Yu let out a loud cry and let go of the stick. He lowered his head and used a Black Dog drill to crawl 

under someone’s legs. He then struggled to get up and lifted the person into the air. 

“Then, he exerted force on his waist and threw the man backward. The man fell directly from the stairs 

and landed on the platform of the stairs. He fell until his whole body twitched and he vomited blood … ” 

…… 

“Just as Zhao Yu was trying his best to kill them, officer Gena was also fighting with the pursuers who 

had rushed downstairs. ” 



“However, although there weren’t many thugs downstairs, Rena’s fighting strength was far from Zhao 

Yu ‘s. After the fight started, she only managed to take down one person, and was immediately pressed 

to the ground by the enemies who came from behind. ” 

“However, at this time, Rena’s eyes were also red. ” 

“Seeing that she couldn’t break free, she bit the arm of the man who was pressing her down. The bite 

was so fierce that she even bit off a piece of flesh. The man howled in pain and then kicked her in the 

head! ” 

Whoosh … 

“With one kick, Lena suddenly felt a buzz in her head and could not see anything clearly … ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

The man who had been bitten still felt indignant. He raised his foot again and kicked Rena’s face for the 

second time! 

“But this time, Rena had been firmly pressed down by the others and could no longer break free. ” 

“However, just as Rena closed her eyes and was in complete despair, she suddenly realized that the 

person who had been pressing on her had also disappeared, and she had not suffered any heavy blows. 

” 

“When she looked up again, she was surprised to see two women in beautiful clothes in front of her! ” 

These two women were not to be trifled with. The Asian woman with long legs kicked the man who was 

bitten and sent him flying like a ball. He slammed into the stairs and even broke a gap in the stairs! 

“The other woman with typical Middle Eastern features did not hesitate either. She grabbed one of the 

thugs by the arm and shoulder, and the thug’s arm broke. ” 

Kachaa! 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“The thug howled miserably as his entire arm drooped down. However, the woman did not relax. She 

spun on the spot and sent a kick flying, immediately kicking another thug who had come to help. ” 

The kick landed right on his face! 

Wuuu … 

“The thug’s nose and mouth started bleeding, and he covered his face with his hands. ” 

“The Middle-Eastern woman, on the other hand, exerted force and caused the two thugs to collide 

head-on, causing them to both faint on the ground … ” 

“””Ah? It’s … You …”” ” 

“At this time, Rena, who had just gotten up from the ground, recognized that the long-legged Asian 

woman was Zhao Yu’s assistant, Ding Lan. ” 



“However, she didn’t know the woman with Middle-Eastern characteristics. ” 

“The woman was none other than Yusoff’s subordinate, amalora! ” 

“It turned out that after Ding Lan had seen Zhao Yu go to save Rena, she had not been at ease, so she 

had not left the basement, but had been following them in the dark. ” 

“Now, seeing that Zhao Yu and Rena were being surrounded by the gang members, and Rena was in 

danger, she couldn’t care less about suspicion, but rushed out to help. ” 

“Amerolaia didn’t want to participate, but she had no other choice. ” 

“Now, she was in the same boat as Zhao Yu and Ding Lan. Once Zhao Yu and Ding Lan couldn’t get out, 

she would be even more lonely. ” 

“So, instead of trying to escape, it was better to cooperate with Zhao Yu. That way, their chances of 

escaping would be higher. ” 

“The two women were not ordinary. They were both professionally trained secret agents, and their 

Kung Fu was even better than Zhao Yu ‘s. ” 

“As soon as they joined the battle, the situation on the battlefield immediately took a shocking turn. ” 

“The two women joined hands, and in less than half a minute, they had already knocked out the few 

thugs downstairs. ” 

“Then, the two picked up the sticks on the ground and rushed up the stairs to help Zhao Yu out. ” 

“If Zhao Yu was like a fierce dragon crossing the river, then the two hit girls were like tigers out of their 

cages. As soon as they killed their way into the crowd, they immediately caused a riot, and the hit men 

were crying out in pain. ” 

“Ding Lan leaped into the air and swung the wooden stick in her hand, hitting someone right in the face. 

Then, a heavy punch landed on one of the thugs ‘temples. After landing on the ground, he swung his leg 

and kicked to the side, breaking someone’s knee … ” 

“Ammelora’s movements were soft but Swift and fierce. Before the thug could see clearly, she had 

already hit his eye, and he could only cover his face and cry out in pain. ” 

“Immediately after, she grabbed the fingers of another thug, and with a crack, his fingers were broken. 

He cried out in pain and cried for his parents. ” 

“Then, one of the thugs finally found an opportunity to punch, but Lola came to him like a ghost. ” 

“The next second, before the man could even react, amiola grabbed his arm and threw him down the 

stairs … ” 

“With the help of the two female fighters, Zhao Yu went into a state of frenzy. He grabbed one of the 

fighters and punched him in the face until his face was unrecognizable. After his face was covered in 

blood, he grabbed the others and did the same thing. ” 

“Just like that, a rare scene happened: ” 



“There were only three of them, Zhao Yu, Ding Lan, and amiola, and they were fighting from the bottom 

to the top of the stairs. However, they were beating the countless gang fighters who were rushing down 

the stairs, forcing them to retreat! ” 

That scene was simply heaven-defying! 

“Not only were the thugs in disbelief, but even Rena, who was following behind, was dumbfounded. ” 

“Ever since she was young, she had never seen someone who could fight so well. Even the scenes in 

Hollywood action movies were not as shocking, right? ” 

This … Was this still a human? 

Ah … 

“In his surprise, one of the thugs rolled down from Zhao Yu’s side and landed at Rena’s feet. ” 

“Rena felt her blood boil. She immediately raised her foot and kicked the man in the face, knocking him 

out on the spot. ” 

“Then, she helped the girl up and let the girl follow behind her. ” 

“Then, officer Gena clenched her fists and rushed up the stairs to face the enemies … ” 

Chapter 1652: One dragon and three phoenixes (4) 

 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

Roll roll roll … 

“With the continuous screams, several thugs rolled down the stairs like dumplings … ” 

“When Zhao Yu and the others rushed to the third floor, they looked up the stairs and saw that there 

were already a lot of people lying on the ground. ” 

They were all bleeding and wailing in pain. 

“At that time, there were only a few hatchet men left on the stairs. They were all trembling in fear, 

looking at Zhao Yu and the others as if they had seen ghosts. ” 

“Although they were holding sticks in their hands, they could only pretend. Their feet kept moving back 

and forth, and no one dared to step forward. ” 

“Looking at Zhao Yu and the others, they were like dragons and phoenixes bathed in blood. They 

advanced with their heads held high among the many thugs who were screaming and falling to the 

ground. ” 

“””Wow …”” ” 



“Suddenly, Zhao Yu opened his mouth and let out a loud roar, which scared the hatchet men so much 

that they trembled, and some of them even dropped their weapons. ” 

“Clang, clang, clang … ” 

“As the cudgel rolled down the stairs, the remaining hatchet men could not hold on any longer and all 

turned to flee. ” 

“Seeing the enemy escape, officer Gena didn’t relax, but quickly took out her mobile phone and called 

the headquarters. At the same time, she said to Zhao Yu and Ding Lan,”” ” 

“””This is the nest of the Zac gang. They are very powerful. We must leave quickly!”” ” 

“As if it had come true, as soon as Gena’s voice fell, there was a clamor from the top of the stairs again, 

and in the clamor, there was the sound of metal colliding. ” 

“Zhao Yu looked up and saw a large group of people rushing down the stairs. The weapons in their 

hands were no longer sticks, but three-foot long Knives! ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Because he had many devices with him, Zhao Yu wasn’t afraid of them, but he wasn’t fighting alone. He 

had so many teammates. If he had to fight these people in close combat, it would be difficult for him to 

support them. ” 

“At this time, Ding Lan had the same thought as Zhao Yu. She quickly pointed to the stairs on the third 

floor, waved at the crowd, and said,””””Come, let’s go from here!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu knew that the casino was located there. The casino was wide and had many people, which 

made it easier for them to escape. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu and the others quickly went down to the third underground floor. After they entered the 

corridor, they saw a metal Curtain Door at the entrance. ” 

“So, he and Ding Lan immediately pulled down the curtain Door, and tied it to a baseball bat. ” 

Shua shua shua shua … 

They had just locked the shutter door when the pursuers suddenly arrived and began to smash the door 

… 

Hu! 

“Zhao Yu and the others heaved a sigh of relief, then quickly left the place and entered the casino. ” 

“To Zhao Yu’s surprise, it was as if nothing had happened at the casino. The gamblers who were 

obsessed with winning and losing were still placing their chips at their respective tables. ” 

“However, not long after Zhao Yu and the others arrived, they were shocked to see that from the other 

end of the casino, there were several big men with fierce eyes and wide waists. ” 

“These big men were obviously different from the ordinary thugs he had seen before. They were 

wearing white suits, and each of them had an evil look in their eyes. The veins on their temples were 



protruding, and when they clenched their fists, cracking sounds could be heard. One look and you could 

tell that they were good Masters! ” 

“The few big men looked at Zhao Yu and the others with contempt, but they didn’t rush over to attack. ” 

“It turned out that when the big men appeared, many waiters ran over and began to clear the place in a 

low voice and order, letting the gamblers leave the casino. ” 

“Although the gamblers were unwilling, they didn’t dare to say anything. They all kept their chips and 

left through the main door … ” 

“Seeing that the way out had been blocked, Zhao Yu, Ding Lan, amilora, and Rena exchanged a look. The 

four of them nodded in tacit understanding, then stopped and took a break. ” 

“Even though they had won a temporary victory in the battle at the stairs, they had expended a lot of 

energy. Now that the road was blocked and the other party was clearing the field, they might as well 

take the opportunity to rest and prepare for the next round of battle. ” 

“At this time, Zhao Yu saw that there was champagne on the bar next to him, so he picked up a glass and 

drank it all in one go. ” 

“””Hmm…Not bad!”” Zhao Yu smacked his lips, then handed the other glasses to Ding Lan and the 

others. ” 

“Ding Lan and the other ladies were also thirsty, so they took the glasses and tasted them slowly. ” 

“””Alright, don’t worry!”” Rena said,””I’ve already asked the headquarters for more manpower. 

Although the Zac gang is powerful, this matter involves Foreign Affairs, after all. The police will definitely 

not stand by and do nothing. They will soon send a large number of troops to surround this place!”” ” 

“As she spoke, she patted the little girl she had saved and said,””””When the police are here, you can 

take them to save those girls!”” ” 

“””Yes …”” The little girl nodded bravely, but when she saw the burly man in the distance, her eyes still 

showed unconcealed fear. ” 

“However, Rena’s words did not sound like good news to Zhao Yu and the others. Because they had 

important clues about Hu lingye in their hands, they naturally didn’t want to come into contact with the 

Morocco police. ” 

“This was especially so for amiola, who couldn’t reveal her identity to the public. She couldn’t help but 

frown. ” 

“Thus, the three of them quietly looked at each other and communicated with their eyes. They were all 

thinking about how to deal with the police later. ” 

“At this moment, the casino’s clearance was going very smoothly. The burly men took a few steps 

forward and narrowed the encirclement. ” 



“””By the way, I still don’t know …”” At this time, Rena seemed to notice that Zhao Yu and the others 

were looking at her strangely. She immediately took a sip of champagne, pointed to amerolla, and 

asked,””who is this lady?”” I’ve never seen him before!”” ” 

“However, Zhao Yu and the other two didn’t speak. Obviously, they had no intention of introducing 

Rena. ” 

“””Hehe …”” Rena laughed in boredom.””I guess you must have found some important clues and come 

here, right?”” Otherwise, he wouldn’t have given up on investigating the scene at the new moon Hotel 

…”” ” 

“After that, Rena glanced at Zhao Yu and the others seriously, but the three of them still didn’t speak. ” 

“””But … You probably didn’t find any important clues …”” Rena smiled and guessed,””otherwise, you 

wouldn’t have taken the risk to come and save me just now, right?”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu had wanted to explain, but after hearing Rena’s analysis, he had to shut up. ” 

“At this moment, the relationship between them was very delicate. Neither of them wanted to say 

anything wrong and let the other get a handle on them. ” 

“At the same time, as the gamblers in the casino became fewer and fewer, the fiendish burly man once 

again approached and was almost in front of the crowd. ” 

The little girl was so scared that she shrank behind Rena. 

“””Mm … Okay …”” Zhao Yu’s mind was racing, and he finally thought of something. He picked up a 

bottle of champagne, poured himself another glass, then raised his glass to the crowd and said,””ladies, 

our cooperation just now was so perfect. It should be worth celebrating, right? ” 

“””Come …”” He raised his glass high.””Cheers!!!”” ” 

“After that, Zhao Yu took the lead and finished it, not leaving a single drop. ” 

“””This …”” The ladies obviously couldn’t understand Zhao Yu’s weird behavior and didn’t respond. ” 

“””Well …”” Zhao Yu wiped the wine from the corner of his mouth, looked at the burly men 

contemptuously, and said to the ladies,””later, leave these shrimp soldiers and crab generals to me, and 

you can take the opportunity to leave!”” ” 

logo 
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“As he spoke, Zhao Yu deliberately winked at Ding Lan and amiola. His meaning was obvious-he was 

telling them that he would cover for them later, so that they could run! ” 

“As long as the two of them could rush out before the police arrived, there would not be any problems. 

” 



“As Zhao Yu was a special envoy, he did not have any information on him, so the Morocco police would 

not make things difficult for him. ” 

“Instantly, amiola understood and nodded her head. ” 

“However, Ding Lan firmly shook her head.””””No, don’t even think about it. I can’t leave you here 

alone!”” ” 

“””Hmph …”” ” 

“At that moment, as the casino had been cleared, several burly men snorted coldly, opened their fists, 

and rushed towards Zhao Yu and the others. ” 

“””Hey!”” However, Zhao Yu suddenly turned around and waved his hand, gesturing for them to stop. 

He then shouted at them in English,””can’t you see that we’re discussing something? Don’t you guys 

know the rules? Just wait for me …”” ” 

“””Mm … Mm …”” ” 

“It was not known if the big men could understand English, but after seeing Zhao Yu’s hand gesture, 

they all stopped and looked at each other. ” 

“””Little sister, why are you so stubborn?”” Zhao Yu then turned around and complained to Ding 

Lan,””don’t you know what I’m capable of? I don’t need you to take care of me, I can handle the 

vacheria Army, why would I be afraid of these noobs?”” ” 

“””Am I the one who’s going to twist it or are you?”” Ding Lan waved her hand helplessly.””If I hadn’t 

acted in time, you would have been smashed into a pulp by them!”” ” 

“””Waya …”” ” 

“At this time, the few burly men finally realized that they had been fooled, so they shouted and rushed 

at Zhao Yu and the others again. ” 

“””Hey!”” However, Zhao Yu did the same and turned back to shout at them impatiently,””don’t you 

understand human language? I told you to wait for a while, so just wait for a while! What an uncultured 

plaything …”” ” 

“……” 

“Hearing Zhao Yu’s shout, the men stopped and looked at each other for the second time. ” 

“A second later, they were so angry that they bared their teeth and rushed over madly, wanting to tear 

Zhao Yu apart first! ” 

“””Don’t try to fool me …”” Zhao Yu grabbed the chair’s legs with both hands and shouted at Ding 

Lan,””hurry up and take them … Mm …”” ” 

Boom … Boom … 

“Just as Zhao Yu finished his sentence, they suddenly heard a loud noise from the rolling curtain Door 

behind the casino. ” 



The loud noise was so fierce that the ground shook and rumbled. 

“””Wayaya …”” ” 

“Then, a crazy roar came from there, and as the roar got closer and closer, a man with a double-barrel 

shotgun in his hand suddenly appeared at the corner behind the bar counter! ” 

“When the man saw Zhao Yu and the others, he didn’t say anything, but immediately raised his hunting 

gun and aimed at them, ready to shoot. ” 

“Since Rena and the little girl were hiding behind him, they would be the first to be shot if he fired! ” 

“In the end, at this critical moment, Ding Lan leaped into the air, pulled out her pistol in the air, and fired 

a shot at the man! ” 

Bang … 

“Although the bullet was fired in the air, it still accurately hit the opponent! ” 

Ah … 

“The man was shot and leaned back. The double-barrel shotgun shot toward the ceiling, blowing up the 

chandelier and shattering it to the ground. ” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” ” 

Rena and the little girl screamed in fear and quickly hid under the bar counter. 

“At that moment, the two burly men had already rushed in front of Zhao Yu. Zhao Yu was about to 

throw a chair at them, but Ding Lan decided to go all out. She turned around and fired two shots at the 

men! ” 

“In the end, both shots accurately hit the arms of the two big men, causing them to fall to the ground 

and cry out in pain. ” 

Boom … Boom … 

“Just as Ding Lan shot down the two men, another two men with hunting guns rushed in from the 

curtain Door. One of them even fired at Ding Lan. ” 

“However, Ding Lan was already on guard. She rolled to the side of the bar counter and dodged the 

bullet. Then, with a bang, she shot the person who fired the shot in the face! ” 

The man didn’t even make a sound before he fell to the ground and died. 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

The last man with the gun was so scared that his face changed. He quickly hid behind the bar counter 

and used his back to push against it. 

“However, the bar counter was made of wood. Ding Lan found a general position and fired two shots. 

The bullets immediately passed through the bar counter and hit the man … ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 



“Seeing Ding Lan shoot and kill, a burly man lifted a gambling table and tried to smash it at Ding Lan. ” 

“But no matter how fast he was, he couldn’t outrun the gun. Ding Lan fired two shots at him, and the 

bullets pierced through the table and shot the man to the ground. ” 

Ah … 

The big man was smashed by the gambling table he had lifted himself and cried out in pain. 

Crack … 

Ding Lan knew that she had used up all the bullets in her clip. She immediately took out a new clip from 

the bottom of her trousers and reloaded it in less than two seconds. 

“By the time she stood up again with the gun in her hand, the remaining burly men opposite her were 

already scared out of their wits. None of them dared to step forward. They all covered their heads and 

fled in panic … ” 

“Ding Lan was worried that there would be more ambushes at the rolling curtain gate, so she walked 

over carefully with her gun. ” 

“When she turned the corner, she saw that the other enemies in the corridor had already run away, 

leaving only the three people who had fired their shotguns on the ground. ” 

“One of them was shot in the shoulder and wailed in pain. One of them was shot in the middle of his 

forehead and died on the spot. Although the last one was still twitching, the bullet had pierced through 

his neck artery, so it was obvious that he would not survive … ” 

“””Damn it …”” Ding Lan couldn’t help but feel depressed when she saw someone die at the scene. Her 

mood instantly plummeted. ” 

“Although it was legitimate self-defense, this was a foreign country after all. No matter what the reason 

was, shooting someone would bring endless trouble. ” 

“Furthermore, she still had a mission to complete … ” 

“Zhao Yu, of course, knew how serious the consequences would be, so he quickly ran over to Ding Lan 

and said,””””Hurry, let’s go!”” ” 

“””No,”” Ding Lan grabbed Zhao Yu’s arm and said,””I’ll drag you down with me if I leave!”” We can only 

go together!”” ” 

“””Mm … But …”” Zhao Yu knew that if they were to run away together, it would only cause more 

trouble. At that time, even secret services and the Embassy might not be able to protect them. ” 

“””I’ve already said that this is a mistake!”” At this moment, the anxious amerolaia couldn’t help but 

say,””I don’t understand why you’re still hesitating? Hurry up and leave, or it’ll really be too late …”” ” 

“Unexpectedly, amilora’s mouth seemed to be blessed with light. As soon as she finished speaking, a 

series of hurried footsteps approached from afar. In less than a few seconds, several teams of fully 

armed police officers swarmed in from all directions and surrounded the entire casino Hall! ” 



“There were dozens of police officers, armed with sophisticated weapons, wearing explosion-proof 

clothes, and some even carrying bulletproof shields. As soon as they entered, they blocked all the exits 

of the casino, leaving Zhao Yu and the others with no way to pick a fight. ” 

“””AI!”” Seeing this, Lola Mei slapped her own mouth, then knelt on the ground and raised her hands … 

” 

“Seeing this, Ding Lan exchanged a look with Zhao Yu. After Zhao Yu nodded helplessly, she put down 

her gun and stopped resisting. ” 
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“After seeing a large number of police officers pouring into the casino, in contrast to the low spirits of 

Zhao Yu and the others, officer Gena walked out from the bar with her head held high. ” 

“””It’s me! It’s me!”” ” 

She held out her identification and a team of police officers quickly gathered around. 

“After Rena’s identity was confirmed, one of the police officers immediately saluted her. It was obvious 

that Rena’s rank in the police force was not low. ” 

“At this time, Rena first took the rescued girl into her arms, then pointed to Zhao Yu, Ding Lan, and 

amerola1, and said to the police officers in Arabic,”” ” 

“””These three people are important suspects. Arrest them first!”” ” 

“””You!”” Although Zhao Yu knew that Rena would definitely fall out with him, he was still a little 

surprised. He said hurriedly,””officer Rena, don’t forget that I’m the special envoy. Also, don’t forget 

who saved your life just now. “” ” 

“However, hearing Zhao Yu’s question, Rena ignored it, but continued to give orders to the police 

officers,””Be careful. These people are extremely dangerous. You must send more people to watch over 

them!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” After receiving the order, the police officers quickly tied the hands of Zhao Yu and the other 

two behind their backs, then handcuffed them. ” 

“””Mm …”” Rena looked at the girl in her arms, then pointed to Zhao Yu and the others and ordered the 

police,””take the three of them outside first. I’ll deal with them myself later.”” ” 

“””Remember, without my orders, you are not to hand them over to anyone!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” ” 

“Just like that, Zhao Yu and the other two were escorted out of the bar by the police. When they got 

outside, they realized that it was already dark outside. ” 

“The entrance of the bar was filled with police cars, and there were police officers everywhere. ” 

The thugs and thugs in the bar were all under police control and were being escorted out one by one … 



“Very quickly, Zhao Yu and the other two were brought into an Armored Command vehicle, which was 

guarded by three police officers with loaded guns. ” 

“””Don’t worry too much, you should be fine,”” Ding Lan said to Zhao Yu in Chinese.””Secret services 

will find a way to help me.”” ” 

“In fact, Zhao Yu wasn’t worried about the bar incident just now. After all, Ding Lan had done it in self-

defense. There were surveillance cameras in the casino, so it could be seen clearly. ” 

“Moreover, this nameless bar was involved in many illegal and criminal activities, so it was in the wrong. 

In addition, he and Ding Lan had diplomatic immunity, so after diplomatic intervention, he believed that 

everything would be resolved in the end. ” 

“However, what Zhao Yu was worried about was that the Morocco police could make use of this 

incident to make a big deal out of it and cancel the Chinese side’s right to investigate Miao kun’s 

disappearance. ” 

“In this way, they would no longer be able to investigate the case through formal means. ” 

“Moreover, diplomatic intervention would inevitably waste precious time, which would undoubtedly 

make Miao kun’s disappearance worse. ” 

“Also, they had finally obtained information about Hu lingye. If they couldn’t continue to investigate, 

they would be really unwilling. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Zhao Yu pouted and felt a little regretful. If he had known that things would turn out like this, he would 

not have saved Rena and the girl in the basement. ” 

“However, on second thought, he couldn’t help but shake his head. Even if he were to do it again, he 

would still choose to save her! ” 

“After all, in the basement, Rena was in danger because she had to save that girl. ” 

“She knew that the nameless bar had a strong background, but she still saved the girl without hesitation. 

This was enough to show that Rena was a good police officer with a conscience and sense of 

responsibility! ” 

“Regardless of her attitude towards him, Zhao Yu didn’t regret his previous choice. ” 

“Zhao Yu was right. At that moment, Rena was making arrangements to save the kidnapped girls. 

However, because she still had a heavy responsibility, she could only let the little girl lead the way and 

leave the task to the other police officers. ” 

“After the arrangements were made, Rena called one of her trusted subordinates over and 

said,””””Search the fifth underground floor carefully now. Don’t miss any corner. I suspect that there are 

important clues to Hu lingye’s murder case there!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” The subordinate received the order and immediately took action. ” 



“After all the arrangements were made, Rena led her men out of the bar and into the command vehicle 

where Zhao Yu and the others were. ” 

“Before she got into the car, she first observed the surrounding environment. After making sure that the 

people around the command vehicle were all her own police officers, she got into the car with a peace 

of mind. ” 

“””Alright,”” Rena said to Zhao Yu and the other two in fluent English.””Now, we can finally have a good 

talk! ” 

“””Don’t worry. I’ll report everything we’ve experienced in the bar to my superiors,”” Rena said frankly 

as she tidied her clothes.””As for how we deal with it, it’s not up to me!”” ” 

“””I believe that you two should be more aware of these principles than I am, right?”” ” 

Zhao Yu looked at Rena but didn’t say anything. 

“””Officer Zhao, miss Ding Lan,”” Rena said.””I thank you for saving my life, and I agree with what you 

did just now. But, I hope you can understand my duty!”” ” 

“””So, isn’t it a good choice for us to be direct and make things clear? Isn’t that right?”” ” 

“Seeing that Zhao Yu and Ding Lan were still silent, Rena continued,””Now, please tell me, why did you 

appear at the nameless bar? What are you guys looking for?”” ” 

“At first, Zhao Yu wanted to argue with her, but after the fight just now, he felt a little tired, so he just 

kept his mouth shut and did not say a word. ” 

“””I don’t understand. Aren’t we partners?”” Rena said disappointedly,””if you’ve really found any 

important clues, maybe we can help! ” 

“””If you’re still not clear, let me explain the procedure to you. Next, you will be taken into custody by 

our police station. In view of the fact that you shot someone to death, even if you have diplomatic 

immunity, you will not be able to get the opportunity to bail! ” 

“””So, the next step will be for you to be locked up in our prison, waiting for the investigation and trial of 

the case, and for the diplomatic negotiations with Kang Chang. By then, it will be too late! ” 

“””But, on the contrary,”” Rena advised earnestly,””if you tell me the clues you’ve found now, 

everything will be different! ” 

“””Think about it, if Hu lingye’s case is related to the Zach gang or the nameless bar, then we will think 

that you got into a conflict with them because you were investigating a case. ” 

“””If the nature changes, your diplomatic immunity will play its role to the maximum, and you will 

definitely not have to go to jail, understand? ” 

“””Also, I promise that as long as you give me the clues, I will do my best to investigate Hu lingye’s case. 

There was no need to waste time! ” 

“””So, what I said …”” Rena looked at Zhao Yu and Ding Lan seriously.””Is it clear enough?”” ” 



Hmm … 

Zhao Yu weighed Rena’s proposal in his heart and felt that she was not being sincere. 

“So, he exchanged a look with Ding Lan, who nodded slightly. It seemed that Ding Lan had the same idea 

as Zhao Yu, and had agreed to cooperate with Rena. ” 

“However, just as Zhao Yu was about to explain, the door of the mobile command unit was suddenly 

opened violently by someone. ” 

“Then, a bearded man in a suit walked in. Behind the man, there were a few aggressive Men in Black! ” 

“””Hassan?”” Rena recognized the man and immediately blocked the door.””What do you mean?”” This 

is a police case, what are you guys doing here?”” ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“Upon hearing the name “”disamore,”” Ding Lan and amerolan both cried out in surprise, their 

expressions changing. ” 
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“In fact Morocco tisamo was the abbreviation of the moroca Intelligence Agency, which was under the 

local military. ” 

“Due to his vicious style of doing things, he was notorious and intimidating in North Africa. ” 

“Although Zhao Yu had never heard of the name “”disamo,”” he could guess from Ding Lan’s and 

Amelia’s exclamations that the new group of men in Black were definitely not good people. ” 

“””I’m a Special Agent from the National Security Department,”” Gana stood at the door and shouted at 

the man named Hassan,””our case has nothing to do with your military!”” ” 

“””Oh, you’re the trouble-maker, Rena, right?”” Hassan’s lips curled up, and he said with an evil look in 

his eyes,””don’t misunderstand. I’m not here to help you with your investigation, but to take over 

Wanwan!”” ” 

“With that, Hassan rudely pushed Gena away and took out a document from his arms. ” 

“””Take a look!”” Hassan didn’t even look at Rena as he said contemptuously,””I have a document that 

has been personally authorized by His Excellency, the general. It even has the seal of your Security 

Department!”” ” 

“””This … This is impossible!”” Rena was shocked. She never thought that the military would intervene 

in her case. ” 

“””Go away, go away!”” With the confirmation of the document, Hassan’s Men in Black rushed to the 

command vehicle and pushed Gana’s men out of the carriage. ” 

“””Stop!”” Rena immediately stopped Hassan and shouted,””don’t move. I … I’m going to make a call to 

confirm!”” ” 



“””Haha … Whatever you want …”” Hassan laughed with an evil look in his eyes.””But I wonder if your 

leader is still willing to answer your call?”” ” 

“””You … What do you mean?”” Rena could tell that something was wrong. ” 

“””Hmph, I’ve said it before, it’s hard for a woman to take on great responsibilities, especially an 

arrogant woman like you! Look at what you’ve done? If it were us, we wouldn’t have created such a 

mess like today!”” ” 

“As he spoke, Hassan glared at Zhao Yu. ” 

“””Oh …”” Rena suddenly understood something. She immediately put down her cell phone and 

said,””no wonder you came so quickly!”” It turns out that the real backer of the nameless bar is … Is …”” 

” 

“””Hey, hey, hey …”” Hassan pointed at Rena and said,””how dare you say such things?”” I’m really 

suspicious, how did you get to your current position? ” 

“””Could it be … Because your ‘chest’ is wide?”” ” 

“As he spoke, Hassan deliberately emphasized the word “”chest””, and his eyes glanced at Gena’s plump 

chest. ” 

“””You!”” Rena was so angry that she raised her hand to slap Hassan. ” 

“However, Hassan was not easy to deal with. He immediately grabbed Rena’s wrist and said 

fiercely,””””Don’t embarrass us men here. Go home and confess your sins!”” ” 

“””You … Ah …”” ” 

“Rena was so angry that she struggled hard, but the other party’s big hands were like steel pincers and 

she couldn’t break free at all. ” 

“””Hahaha …”” ” 

“Seeing that Rena was at a disadvantage, Hassan’s men all burst into laughter. ” 

“As a result, Gena was even more ashamed and flushed. In a fluster, she pulled out a pistol with her left 

hand and aimed it directly at Hassan! ” 

Crack … 

“However, before the crowd could react, they were shocked to see that Gena’s pistol was snatched 

away by a person who appeared behind her! ” 

Ah? 

Rena was shocked and hurriedly looked back. 

“However, the black muzzle of the gun was already pointed at her temple! ” 

“””Don’t move,”” a man’s voice spoke in English from behind her.””Move again and I’ll shoot!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 



“Hassan was the closest to them. He had never expected that the man who had grabbed the pistol and 

used it to restrain Rena was not his man, but Zhao Yu, who had been handcuffed before! ” 

How … How could this be? 

“In surprise, Hassan quickly released his hand that was holding on to Rena and quickly retreated. ” 

“At the same time, Hassan’s men all put their hands to their waists and were ready to pull out their guns 

… ” 

“””Motherf * cker! Don’t you understand human language?”” Zhao Yu shouted,””I told you not to move! 

If you move again, I’ll shoot!”” ” 

“With a loud shout, Hassan’s men stopped, but Hassan himself completely ignored Lena’s safety and 

pulled out his pistol! ” 

“””F * ck your grandmother!”” Zhao Yu pushed Gena forward, then raised his foot and kicked Hassan. ” 

“””Hey, hey, hey …”” Hassan did a backstroke and hit the carriage. ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

“Seeing Zhao Yu kick Hassan, Hassan’s men didn’t dare to delay any longer. They quickly pulled out their 

pistols and were about to aim and shoot. ” 

“At that critical moment, a tall and slender figure appeared behind Zhao Yu. It was the special Agent 

Ding Lan! ” 

“To their surprise, Ding Lan’s handcuffs had already been unlocked. She rushed into the crowd and 

kicked Hassan’s men out of the command vehicle in the blink of an eye! ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“Finally, Hassan, who had fallen to the ground, reacted. He immediately got up and aimed, wanting to 

shoot Zhao Yu. ” 

“However, Ding Lan was even faster. She immediately swung her leg and kicked Hassan in the arm. ” 

Bang! Bang! 

Hassan’s bullet hit the top of the carriage. 

Ah … 

“Hassan was also a well-trained agent. Although he was hit, he did not lose his pistol. So, he turned 

around and started fighting with Ding Lan. ” 

“However, even though he had a gun, he was no match for Ding Lan. The two of them only managed to 

exchange a few blows in the narrow space of the car. ” 

Ding Lan grabbed Hassan’s arm and kicked him out of the command vehicle. 

“””F * ck, close the door!”” ” 



“Zhao Yu was very experienced. As soon as Ding Lan kicked Hassan out of the car, he immediately 

reminded Ding Lan to close the door. ” 

“Of course, Ding Lan knew the situation was dangerous. She immediately pulled the door of the 

command vehicle and shut it. ” 

“””Shoot! Open fire! Shoot!”” ” 

“Just as the door was closed, Hassan’s angry roar came from outside. ” 

“””But … But …”” Someone in the crowd shouted,””officer Gena is still in the car!”” ” 

“””I can’t care so much anymore!”” “”No!”” Hassan shouted,””the criminal has escaped! No one can 

bear this responsibility!”” Shoot!”” ” 

“After that, Hassan and his men immediately fired at the command vehicle. ” 

Bang Bang Bang … 

“The bullets were fired at him, hitting the car door with clattering sounds. The situation was critical. ” 

Ding ding ding … 

“A few bullets entered the car through the gap in the door, flying over Zhao Yu and Rena’s heads and 

hitting the roof of the car. ” 

“””Aiyo, Holy sh * t …”” Zhao Yu had no choice but to press Rena under him, and both of them fell to the 

ground. ” 

“Fortunately, the mobile command unit was bulletproof, and Ding Lan had long arms and legs. She was 

able to close the door in time! ” 

“However, they were surrounded by countless police officers, so just closing the door was of no use. ” 

“””Laura, the front door!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu knew that the command vehicle not only had a back door, but also two front doors. If 

someone were to rush in from there, they would be dead. ” 

“However, amilora was not stupid. As early as when Zhao Yu and Hassan were fighting, she had already 

opened the passage to the driver’s seat and got in. ” 

“Fortunately, there was no driver in the driver’s seat, and the car key was in the car. ” 

“So, as soon as Zhao Yu said that, amiola immediately turned the key and started the engine. ” 

“Since things had already come to this, she had no reason to hesitate anymore. She immediately 

stepped on the accelerator and drove the large armed command vehicle toward the crowd … ” 
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“To be honest, although he had thought about escaping from prison, Zhao Yu didn’t really want to carry 

it out in the beginning. ” 

“If he were to break out of prison openly, the consequences would be dire. Not only would it bring him 

and Ding Lan more trouble, but it would also be hard for him to explain to secret services. ” 

“So, after thinking about it again and again, Zhao Yu had already decided to hand over the clues he had 

about Hu lingye, and then cooperate with Rena’s investigation. ” 

“Perhaps he would be able to get out on bail soon, and he would have the opportunity to continue 

investigating Miao kun’s case. ” 

“However, when Hassan of tisamo appeared, everything was different. ” 

“Through the conversation between Rena and Hassan, Zhao Yu quickly understood that Hassan had 

come to take over the case because of the destruction of the nameless bar. ” 

“In other words, disamo’s appearance was not directed at Hu lingye’s death or Miao kun’s 

disappearance, but at Zhao Yu, Ding Lan, and amilora. ” 

“In this way, the nature of the situation had completely changed. ” 

“If Zhao Yu’s guess was right, the power behind the nameless bar should be the local military. Now that 

Zhao Yu and his team had destroyed the bar’s money tree, the local military had sent disamo to take 

over Rena’s trial. ” 

One could only imagine what they would face next. 

“The people of disamo were not as easy to talk to as Rena, nor would they have any scruples about Zhao 

Yu’s identity like Rena. If he fell into their hands, even a few rounds of torture would be considered a 

light punishment. ” 

“What’s more, they might fabricate evidence, frame someone, and finally push all the blame for the 

incident at the nameless bar onto Zhao Yu and the others. By then, no one would be able to help them. ” 

“Thinking of this, Zhao Yu finally decided to take a risk. ” 

“Although the consequences of breaking out of prison were very serious, at least he was still free. If he 

could find out the truth, he might have a chance to turn the tables. ” 

“However, if he really entered the disamo’s guard post, he would be in deep trouble. ” 

“So, while Gana and Hassan were quarreling, he quietly used the universal lock opener and easily 

unlocked his handcuffs. ” 

“Since he was right next to Ding Lan, he took the opportunity to unlock the door for her. ” 

“Although Ding Lan didn’t know how Zhao Yu had unlocked the handcuffs, she immediately understood 

Zhao Yu’s intentions when she saw him. ” 

“Since things had come to this, Ding Lan could only go all out. ” 



“She also knew what the consequences would be if she were to fall into disamo’s hands. Rather than 

letting others slaughter him and leaving it to fate, it was better to take the initiative in his own hands. ” 

“Just like that, when Rena raised her pistol and aimed at Hassan, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan took advantage 

of the situation and attacked, catching the other party off guard. ” 

“Zhao Yu took control of Rena, while Ding Lan kicked Hassan and his men out of the car. ” 

“However, what Zhao Yu didn’t expect was that, as amiola had been sitting on the other side of the car, 

he didn’t have time to unlock her handcuffs. ” 

“However, he could clearly see that when she grabbed the steering wheel, started the car, and drove it 

into the crowd, her hands were separated, and the handcuffs were gone. ” 

“The command vehicle was a bulletproof armored vehicle. Other than the lack of a gun barrel, it was no 

different from a tank. As soon as he rushed into the crowd, he knocked away the police cars blocking the 

way and drove straight ahead. ” 

“The crowd suddenly fell into chaos. Several police cars were hit and rolled on the spot, bursting into 

flames. It was a spectacular scene. ” 

Bang … 

Bang Bang Bang … 

“Tut, tut, tut … ” 

“Soon, the police, under the leadership of Hassan, fired at the command vehicle, but the bullets couldn’t 

hurt the command vehicle at all. ” 

“In the blink of an eye, amiola had already driven the car onto the main road. Then, she randomly picked 

a direction and sped off. ” 

“””Zhao Yu …”” Rena pushed away Zhao Yu, who was on top of her, and roared madly,””are you 

crazy?!”” Look at what you’ve done! ” 

“””How can you do this? ” 

“””Stop the car, stop the car now!!”” ” 

“””Don’t move!”” Zhao Yu pointed his pistol at Gena and said Samoa “”you can’t blame me for this. Even 

the samoyas have been dispatched. I don’t want to be whipped like Libya prisoners of war!”” ” 

“””Miss Rena, you’re smart, but we’re not stupid. Those people just now didn’t come for our case at all. 

” 

“””If you hand us over to them, we’ll be finished!”” ” 

“””It’s disamo …”” Gena corrected him.””The situation is not as serious as you think. I’ll do my best to 

help you!”” ” 

“””You help us, but who will help you?”” Zhao Yu pointed his gun at Rena.””You were also involved in 

the destruction of the nameless bar!”” ” 



“””Sigh, people really don’t have good endings. If I had known this earlier … I wouldn’t have saved you in 

the basement! You deserve to be F * cked by those hooligans …”” ” 

“””Hehe …”” At this moment, amiola, who was driving, shook her head and laughed.””What’s the point 

of regretting it now?”” If you had listened to me, you wouldn’t have ended up like this. “” ” 

“””Alright, you should also speak less! You can just drive your car!”” Ding Lan turned around and yelled 

at amiola. ” 

“””Drive? My true Lord!”” Amiola shook her head and shouted,””do you think we’ll be fine just because 

we robbed a car? I forgot that I’m in Casabianca, huh? ” 

“””I’m telling you, we’ll be surrounded and blocked by them very soon. We won’t be able to go 

anywhere!”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” Ding Lan thought for a moment, then said,””drive to the underground parking lot of Maca 

Stadium. You can get out there!”” ” 

“””What? Maca Stadium?”” Amiola shrugged.””Why didn’t you say so earlier?”” We’re going in the 

opposite direction!”” ” 

“””Then quickly turn around!”” “”Stop wasting time!”” Ding Lan yelled. ” 

“””Turn back, turn back … Okay …”” Amerolla had no choice but to turn the steering wheel. She broke 

through the green Belt in the middle and turned into the opposite road … ” 

“””Zhao Yu …”” Rena stared at Zhao Yu and said,””you should know that my gun has no bullets, right?”” 

” 

Rena was right. This pistol was the one that the shooter had taken apart in the basement. 

“Of course, Zhao Yu knew that he had just been pretending before. He had never thought of doing 

anything to Rena. ” 

“So, he put down the gun, bent down, and helped Rena up. ” 

“””Don’t worry,”” Zhao Yu said.””When we’re safe, I’ll let you go!”” ” 

“””Hmph … Hehe …”” Sitting in her seat, Gena laughed bitterly and said,””I really don’t understand how 

an ordinary criminal case could be turned into this. ” 

“””What did I do wrong? “”Could it be that …”” Rena opened her palms and said excitedly,””I watched 

them rape the underage girl and pretended not to see anything?”” ” 

“””Yes, I’m a woman, but so what if I’m a woman? Can’t women do great things?”” Tears of grievance 

flowed out of Rena’s eyes.””I got to where I am today with my own efforts, a hundred times more than 

ordinary people! ” 

“””I’ve never been attached to any noble, nor do I have any political background. What I am today is all 

because of my sweat and tears! ” 

“””What did I do wrong? what did I do wrong? Wuwu …”” ” 



“Rena burst into tears, crying in an extremely aggrieved manner. ” 

“””Alright, alright …”” Ding Lan patted Rena’s shoulder and comforted her.””You didn’t do anything 

wrong!”” There’s nothing bad about being a woman. Look at what’s in front of you. At least, except for 

Zhao Yu, we’re all women!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Rena looked around. Indeed, in the car, except for Zhao Yu, the rest were all women. ” 

“””Hey, I say …”” At this time, the driver, amerolla, suddenly interrupted,””let’s not talk about men and 

women for now. Let’s talk about the helicopter first!”” ” 

Buzz … Buzz … 

“As expected, everyone heard the sound of a helicopter’s propeller … ” 
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Buzz … Buzz … 

The helicopter flew close to the ground and reached the top of the command vehicle in the blink of an 

eye. It used its piercing Searchlight to shine on the command vehicle. 

“””It’s over, it’s over, we’ve been locked onto by the plane,”” amerolan said as she drove nervously. She 

then turned to Zhao Yu and Ding Lan and asked,””can you guys think of something?”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu and Ding Lan looked at each other, both feeling the seriousness of the situation. ” 

“Zhao Yu had a way to deal with the helicopter. As long as he used the aircraft and invisibility cloak, like 

he had done on Miracle Island, he could take care of the helicopter. ” 

“However, this method was clearly too unconventional. Once it was used, there was no way to explain 

it. ” 

“””Don’t mind it!”” However, at such a critical moment, Gena said to the crowd with a determined look 

in her eyes,””the helicopters of dalberda have always been used to scare people! ” 

“””What you should really worry about is the traffic control on the ground!”” ” 

“””Oh … Mm …”” Hearing Rena say this, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan were obviously a little surprised. ” 

“””Let me explain the situation to you!”” Rena gritted her white teeth and said with an indifferent 

expression,””although I don’t know what kind of support you have at Maca Stadium, according to my 

analysis, it’s impossible for you to get there!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu rolled his eyes, as if he had figured out something. He hurriedly asked,””why?”” ” 

“””From Halifa Avenue to Maca Stadium, we need to pass through a total of 12 intersections and six 

traffic control areas. ” 

“””We just had an anti-terrorism exercise. It will only take ten minutes for these intersections and 

restricted areas to set up defense checkpoints. Some places are even equipped with stray bullets. ” 



“””In addition, the helicopter has locked onto your position,”” Gena said.””Now, more than 30 police 

cars are coming from different positions to intercept you! ” 

“””This also includes Armored Command vehicles and other heavy vehicles. ” 

“””Thirty minutes later, the Army’s tanks will also join the operation, so you have no way to escape!”” ” 

“After hearing Rena’s analysis, Zhao Yu and the others were speechless. A few seconds later, Zhao Yu 

said in a self-deprecating manner,””that’s really good news, hehe …”” ” 

“Before Zhao Yu could finish his sentence, a police siren sounded, and he saw that there were several 

police cars chasing after the command vehicle. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

Zhao Yu sighed dejectedly. It seemed that he had thought too simply about escaping. 

So … He glanced at the system devices and decided to use them to escape with Ding Lan first. 

“But … If he brought Ding Lan with him, how would he explain himself later? ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu was in a dilemma, officer Rena suddenly turned around and said to Zhao Yu and the 

others, ” 

“””Under such circumstances, unless … You listen to me!”” Rena said word by word,””I have a way to 

help you escape!”” ” 

Whoosh … 

“As soon as he said that, the car fell into silence, making the buzzing of the helicopter and the siren even 

more piercing … ” 

“””You … You have a way?”” Zhao Yu repeated with uncertainty,””you mean…You’re going to help us?”” 

” 

“””Right!”” Rena said seriously,””I want you to change course and head south. Drive towards the 

mountains! ” 

“””Here …”” She walked to the surveillance screen of the command vehicle and pulled up the map 

skillfully. She then pointed to a location and said,””after the tokley tunnel, we will reach the southern 

mountains of Casabianca! ” 

“””From Halifa Avenue to the tunnel, we only need to pass through a traffic control. As for me, I know 

this checkpoint very well. I bet that they won’t be ready before we pass through the checkpoint! ” 

“””That’s because they were last in the last joint exercise. Their self-reflection letter is still on my desk!”” 

” 

“””Mountain … Mountain area?”” Zhao Yu frowned. ” 

“””No…”” Ding Lan shook her head decisively.””Once we’re in the mountains, we’ll have even fewer 

routes to choose from. There won’t even be a place to hide! ” 



“””Hey, don’t tell me you want us to stay away from the city so that your people can take action?”” ” 

“””Yeah,”” Zhao Yu said, frowning.””This method is a bit unreasonable. Um, why are you helping us?”” ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu said this, two more police cars rushed over from the next intersection. One of them hit 

the command vehicle hard, causing the car to shake violently. ” 

“””This is your business!”” After Rena stood firm, she put her hand in and said indifferently,””to be 

honest, I don’t want to help you. I just can’t take this lying down! ” 

“””Also, I want to make a deal with you,”” Rena said, waving her hand.””If I can help you get rid of the 

police, you have to tell me the clues you have found and share them with me! ” 

“””How is it? There’s not much time left for you …””Rena put on an indifferent expression.”” When you 

see the tank, it’ll be too late to say anything!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu and Ding Lan exchanged a look and quickly had an idea. Zhao Yu quickly nodded and 

said,””okay, this deal is fair and reasonable. We have nothing to lose anyway. Deal!”” ” 

“””But, even if we listen to you and go to the southern mountains, how are we going to get rid of the 

police?”” ” 

“””No! “”We’re not really going into the mountain,”” a hint of slyness flashed in her eyes,””but we’re 

going to change cars in the tunnel and escape!”” She said. The helicopter won’t be able to see us if we 

enter the tunnel!”” ” 

“””Well …”” Zhao Yu pondered for a moment, then shook his head and said,””but, even if the helicopter 

can’t see us changing cars in the tunnel, how could the police cars let us go?”” ” 

“As Zhao Yu spoke, there were more and more police cars next to the command vehicle. At this rate, 

they would be stopped by these police cars before they could reach the tunnel. ” 

“””Hahaha …”” At the critical moment, Rena suddenly laughed. Her laughter was unusually hearty. After 

laughing, she said to Zhao Yu and the others,””can’t you see? Although you’re all professionally trained 

agents, in the current situation, I’m the one with the most advantage! Hahaha …”” ” 

Rena’s hearty laughter made Zhao Yu and Ding Lan even more confused. They didn’t understand what 

the evil policewoman meant. 

“””What’s wrong? You guys are so smart, don’t you understand?”” Seeing that Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu 

were unmoved, Rena asked,””Zhao Yu, where’s my gun?”” ” 

“””Oh … Here we are!”” Zhao Yu quickly took out Rena’s pistol. Since the gun had no bullets, he thought 

Rena would be useful, so he returned it to her. ” 

“””It seems like … You really aren’t good at being a bad person!”” Rena didn’t take the pistol. Instead, 

she slowly turned around and started operating from the display. ” 

“Although Zhao Yu didn’t understand Arabic, he could tell from the screen and the button that Rena was 

making a call! ” 

“Moreover, it seemed to be a video call. ” 



“What happened next was even more surprising. After the call was made, Rena knelt in front of the 

display screen with her hands on her head. ” 

“In the next second, tears started to flow out of her eyes and her body trembled. After the call was 

connected, she immediately cried and shouted at the screen,””””Director! Director, save me … Save me 

…”” ” 

“””Ah?”” An Arab man in uniform appeared on the screen. It was the police chief. As soon as he saw 

Rena’s miserable state, he broke out in a cold sweat and quickly grabbed the screen and asked,””Rena, 

Rena … Are you okay? Are you alright?”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu looked at the TV screen and then at the gun in his hand. He finally understood what Rena 

meant. It turns out that she wants me to continue being a bad guy! 

“Alright, since I can’t turn back anymore, I might as well start playing! ” 

“Zhao Yu immediately glared at her, then pointed the gun at Rena’s temple and shouted at the Bureau 

chief on the screen,”” ” 

“””Listen up, if you don’t withdraw the police cars and planes, I’m going to shoot!”” ” 
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“This move had an immediate effect. When Zhao Yu pointed his pistol at Rena and threatened her 

loudly, the police cars that were chasing the command vehicle retreated a lot. ” 

“””Listen to me, there’s nothing that can’t be solved!”” On the TV screen, the Bureau chief was still 

trying to persuade Zhao Yu in English, which was not very fluent.””As long as you are willing to let go of 

the hostage, I can guarantee your safety! ” 

“””I will also actively negotiate with your government. While the situation has not reached an 

irredeemable stage, we should …”” ” 

“””I told you to get those police cars and planes to leave,”” Zhao Yu glared at him and shouted 

fiercely,””if I see you again, I’ll really shoot!”” ” 

“””Don ‘t, don’ t!”” “”Save me, save me …”” Rena shuddered and shouted. ” 

“””You … Alright!”” The director clenched his fists and said helplessly,””I can promise you, but you have 

to ensure Rena’s safety!”” ” 

“After that, the chief was forced to order the police cars and helicopters to retreat. ” 

“The Bureau chief’s words were very effective. The police car finally disappeared from Zhao Yu’s sight, 

and then the helicopter also flew far away from the command vehicle. ” 

“””Okay, I promise,”” Zhao Yu said to the Bureau chief.””When we’re safe, we’ll definitely let them go! 

Let’s do this!”” ” 



“Then, Zhao Yu gave Ding Lan a look, and the latter immediately went forward and hung up the video 

call. ” 

“””Hey…Hey…Hey…Hey …”” ” 

“The chief wanted to say something more, but the call had already been hung up. ” 

“As soon as he hung up the phone, Rena immediately returned to normal. Her eyes became sharp and 

her expression was cold. Compared to her performance just now, she was simply a living drama queen. ” 

“She looked at the situation outside the car, then operated the monitor on the command vehicle again 

to turn on the internal command system of the police. She nodded and said,”” ” 

“””Our chief is really here.”” The corners of Rena’s mouth curled up and she sneered.””He really drove 

the police car away!”” ” 

“””But … Although our director is obedient, it’s hard to say for sure what will happen to those people in 

the military! ” 

“””If I’m not wrong, their armored vehicles and tanks are already blocking our way. At that time, it will 

be useless to use this trick again!”” ” 

“””Hello, officer, I’m already driving south. How long more before we reach the tunnel you 

mentioned?”” The driver, amilora, asked. ” 

“””Soon,”” Rena replied confidently.””Just in time!”” ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu asked.””After we enter the tunnel, how are we going to change cars?”” ” 

“””You’re all agents,”” Rena said indifferently.””You shouldn’t ask me this question!”” ” 

“””We’ve arrived, we’ve arrived!”” “”I can see the tunnel now!”” Amiola shouted excitedly.””Great! I 

can finally get a new car! It’s cool, but it’s too hard to drive!”” ” 

“””I think …”” As the command vehicle got closer and closer to the tunnel, Ding Lan said,””we need 

someone to continue driving this car and distract the police!”” ” 

“As she spoke, Ding Lan looked straight into Rena’s eyes, implying that she was talking about Rena. ” 

“””No!”” ” 

“To his surprise, Rena and Zhao Yu denied it in unison. ” 

“””We still need to use her as a hostage at the critical moment!”” Zhao Yu explained. ” 

“””Don’t even think about getting rid of me,”” Rena shrugged.””Our deal isn’t over yet!”” ” 

“””My Lord, are we that charming?”” “”Even the hostages don’t want to leave us?”” amiola muttered to 

herself. ” 

“As they spoke, the command vehicle entered the tunnel, and amerolan immediately slowed down. ” 

“””No, don’t stop …”” Gana ordered.””Tokley tunnel is 3.5 kilometers long, and there is only one turning 

passage inside that can lead to the opposite Lane!”” ” 



“””The opposite Lane …”” Ding Lan understood.””You mean we can change cars and then turn back?”” ” 

“””Of course.”” Rena nodded.””Aren’t you going to Maca Stadium?”” ” 

“””This …”” Zhao Yu and Ding Lan exchanged opinions again. ” 

“””I have an idea.”” At this time, Rena noticed that there were other cars in the tunnel and hurriedly 

asked Zhao Yu and su lingyue,””do you have US dollars on you?”” ” 

“””There are plenty of them!”” Zhao Yu immediately took out the pocket money that Jecka had given 

him. Although it was only pocket money, ten thousand dollars was more than enough. ” 

“””That’s great!”” Rena observed the situation in the tunnel and immediately pointed to a local car. She 

shouted at amilora,””driver, don’t let him go!”” ” 

Amiola was very obedient. She turned the steering wheel and stopped in front of the car. 

The car rushed up with a whoosh and the front of the car almost hit the wall! 

After the car stopped Morocco a morogan uncle immediately jumped out of the car and started cursing 

in fluent Arabic. 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu’s real-time translator was running out of time. He didn’t understand what the 

uncle was saying, but from the way the uncle was spitting at him, he must have been very angry. ” 

“At this time, Rena took out half of her US dollars, got out of the car, and walked over. Then she also 

began to communicate with the uncle in Arabic. ” 

“Rena’s expression was also very rich. She was exultant and measured, like a great conman in a skit. 

Soon, she had the uncle fooled. ” 

“In the end, the uncle took the US dollars with joy and actually drove the command vehicle away! ” 

Wow … 

This was … Too … 

“”Hurry up! “”Hurry up …”” As Rena waved her hand in English to urge him, Zhao Yu came back to his 

senses and quickly got into the car with Ding Lan and Mei Lola. ” 

There was a strong smell of mutton in the car. Rena quickly started the car and continued to drive along 

the tunnel. 

“When she drove to the center of the tunnel, she found the turning lane that connected the front and 

back lanes. When she drove the car into the lane, she began to speak in English again. ” 

“This time, Zhao Yu didn’t want to miss anything, so he quickly turned on another simultaneous 

translator. ” 

“””I used to go the wrong way and have to turn around in the tunnel, so I’m very familiar with this 

turning tunnel …”” ” 



“After turning into the dark Lane, she quickly drove into the opposite tunnel on the other side and then 

drove the car in the direction of the city. ” 

“A few minutes later, after she drove the car out of the tunnel, the four of them suddenly saw two well-

equipped armors driving over from the side of the road! ” 

“The armored vehicle rumbled past and directly drove into the tunnel, chasing in the direction of the 

command vehicle … ” 

“””I’ll go …”” ” 

“””Phew …”” ” 

“””May the Lord bless us …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu and the other two were gasping for breath, and they were covered in cold sweat. If they had 

not used the Golden Cicada shedding its shell just now, they would probably have encountered the 

armored vehicle very soon! ” 

“””Don’t worry …”” Rena said proudly.””I know a few paths that can’t be blocked. I guarantee that we 

can reach Maca Stadium in twenty minutes!”” ” 

“””Um … Wait … Maca Stadium …”” Suddenly, something occurred to Rena. She turned around and 

asked Ding Lan,””there’s an African Cup competition in Maca Stadium today. Why …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan answered immediately.””I know there’s a competition, so I’m trying to make use of 

the numbers to escape!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Rena shook her head and sighed.””I thought you were there!”” ” 

“””All right …”” At this point, she turned around and asked again,””now, can you tell me what clues you 

have found?”” ” 

Chapter 1659: Desperated in the Sahara (1) 

 

“In fact, Ding Lan had lied. In Maca Stadium, not only were there secret services waiting for them, but 

there was also a hidden safe house that could provide them with shelter. ” 

“It was precisely because there was a football match in Maca Stadium that there were many people, 

making it easier for them to hide. Even if the police were to track them down, they would only think that 

they had made use of the crowd to escape. ” 

“Of course, Ding Lan couldn’t mention the safe house again because of Rena’s temporary participation. ” 

No one had expected that the case of Miao kun’s disappearance would be investigated to such an extent 

that three men and a woman from different camps would be closely tied together. 

“However, when Rena asked about the clues of the case, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan kept their promise and 

told her everything about how they found Hu lingye’s real residence in the basement of the nameless 

bar, as well as the laptop. ” 



Ding Lan also opened her backpack and showed Rena Hu lingye’s computer. 

“””Hehe … This is great!”” While driving, Rena laughed at herself.””We’ve made such a big scene, but 

you’re telling me that you’ve only found a computer with 70% of the data deleted! ” 

“””If the clues have been deleted, then we can really write a book and start a legacy. The name will be 

‘the heaven’s laughing stock-!!”” ” 

“””This joke … Isn’t funny at all …”” As she spoke, she opened Hu lingye’s laptop and took out her own 

tablet. She said to everyone,””I’m going to see if we’ve really become a joke!”” ” 

“””Wait a moment!”” Ding Lan was on her guard.””We’re on the run. I don’t want to see a tank chasing 

us!”” ” 

“””Quick, check your electronic equipment to make sure you can’t be located! Especially …””She turned 

to look at officer Rena.”” Especially you!”” ” 

“””Don’t worry!”” Rena shook her head and said,””although I’m not as professional as you, I still have 

some basic knowledge. I threw my phone in the command vehicle!”” ” 

“Hearing what Rena said, Zhao Yu nodded in relief. ” 

“There was an invisible detector in Zhao Yu’s brain. Through the detector, he could tell that Rena wasn’t 

lying, and that she didn’t have any electronic devices on her. ” 

“””There won’t be a problem with mine either!”” “”Even my boss can’t locate my phone and 

computer!”” Said amilora as she continued to operate her computer. ” 

“””By the way,”” as soon as amiola said this, Rena remembered something and pointed to her 

again.””This girl, she’s not with officer Zhao, is she?”” ” 

“””You can call me amiola. Nice to meet you, miss Rena!”” Without looking up, amiola said,””I’m from 

an insurance company. Hu lingye was covered by super-large insurance before she died. So, we have the 

same purpose, which is to investigate the cause of Hu lingye’s death!”” ” 

“””Hmph …”” Rena snorted coldly. She naturally didn’t believe Lola Mei’s nonsense. ” 

“However, she also knew the rules, so she didn’t probe further. ” 

“””There’s no problem with ours either!”” Ding Lan pointed at Zhao Yu and said. Because they were 

using special mobile phones, only the Secret Service could locate their location. ” 

“In fact, Ding Lan had already received a call from her superior when they fled in the command vehicle. 

However, she didn’t answer because it was not convenient to talk at the time. ” 

“He had wanted to go to the safe house and explain it to his superiors, but now it seemed that he would 

have to find another way. No matter what, she couldn’t contact secret services in front of amiola and 

Rena. ” 

“””Alright, the computer has been connected. Now, it’s time to search for information!”” Amilora 

handed her tablet to Zhao Yu and said,””handsome, you can even crack the Sonia password. You should 

do it!”” ” 



“””Um … Well …”” Zhao Yu gently pushed the computer back and said seriously,””an expert like me 

won’t easily make a move!”” ” 

“””I’d better leave more opportunities to you young people!”” ” 

“%?#……” 

Amiola stuck out her tongue and said something that the simultaneous translator did not translate 

successfully. 

“””Let’s start with the popularity!”” Ding Lan reminded him,””look at Hu lingye’s computer. What’s the 

most popular thing on it?”” ” 

“””It could be a website link, or a file, or a person’s name or a noun …”” ” 

“Amiola rolled her eyes at Ding Lan, which meant that she didn’t need to remind her. She knew what to 

do. ” 

“Just as amilora was searching for information on Hu lingye’s computer, Gena drove into the residential 

area to avoid the checkpoints. ” 

Zhao Yu went through the whole incident in his mind and began to plan what he should do after he 

escaped. 

“””Here …”” In just a few minutes, amerora finished searching for all the information. She then pointed 

at her screen and said,””the top-ranked items are all here. Guess what Hu lingye searched the most?”” ” 

“””Londee!”” Zhao Yu said the name of the richest man in the world without thinking. ” 

“After he finished speaking, the car fell into silence. ” 

“Indeed, the atmosphere in the car was a little strange. Although everyone knew that the core of this 

incident was the disappearance of the world’s richest man, they still felt a little awkward when they 

heard the name. ” 

“””Alright, you’re right!”” “”But what about the second one?”” asked amiola. ” 

“””Beauty, Taobao, breast enhancement, cosmetics, or beautiful clothes …”” Zhao Yu said 

casually.””These are all women’s favorite!”” ” 

“””No…”” Amiola shook her head and said,””Hu lingye is obviously not a normal woman. The second 

name is Sin!”” S-I-N ‘!” ” 

“”Sin?”Ding Lan frowned.””Sin…What does that mean?”” Londee’s disappearance is related to crime?”” 

” 

“””From the time this term appeared, it matches the time of Hu lingye’s transaction!”” Amilora tapped 

on the computer and said,””this word appeared in web searches, electronic documents, emails, channel 

passwords, pictures, printed records, and other data … It has a very high appearance rate!”” ” 

“””Pictures?”” Ding Lan stretched out her finger and asked,””open the picture!”” ” 



“””Unfortunately, the pictures and files have been deleted …”” Amerolan replied.””I’m guessing that this 

is a code that Hu lingye used to contact others? ” 

“””Eh? “”Wait …”” Amilora suddenly realized something. She quickly put her face close to the computer 

and said,””I found a few suffixes, and they’re very commonly used. One is Sin House, and the other is Sin 

World!”” ” 

“””The house of sin, and the world of sin …”” Ding Lan’s brows furrowed after translating. She felt like 

they were unfamiliar. ” 

“””My Lord!”” ” 

“However, after hearing these two terms, Gena couldn’t help but let out a cry of surprise. With a 

screech, she slammed on the brakes and stopped the car on the side of the road! ” 

“””Aiyo …”” Zhao Yu and the others were shocked, not understanding why Bai Rena was so excited. ” 

“””The house of sin! The world of sin!”” After repeating it several times, Rena said excitedly,””could it be 

… That this is the most important place I’ve been looking for?!”” ” 

“””Hurry up and tell me …”” Ding Lan urged.””What do you know?”” What’s the meaning of this?”” ” 

“””Phew … Phew …”” Rena panted for a long time, then asked Zhao Yu and the others with a surprised 

expression,””everyone, I don’t know, have you been to the Sahara Desert?”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu raised his hand and replied,””I’ve never been there!”” ” 

“””Well …”” Then, Rena turned the car around and drove back. At the same time, she said to Zhao 

Yu,””next, let’s go there for a drive!”” ” 

Chapter 1660: Desperated in the Sahara (2) 

 

“The weather on the eastern coast of the Atlantic Ocean changed at will. At 10 O’ clock in the evening, 

the sky was still clear without any signs. But after 12 o’ clock, the weather suddenly changed and it 

started to rain in the blink of an eye. ” 

“The dense rain poured down from the sky, creating countless ripples on the rolling sea, but it was 

swallowed by another wave in the blink of an eye … ” 

Wuuu … 

An old yacht was sailing south on the sea where the heavy rain and the waves met. 

“The ocean was wet and cold to begin with, and the heavy rain made it even colder. ” 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu, a man, and three women were all sitting in the cabin of the yacht. Rena was 

steering the boat seriously, amerolla was searching for something on the computer, and Zhao Yu and 

Ding Lan were talking in low voices … ” 

“””Don’t worry!”” While looking at the situation on the sea, Rena told Zhao Yu and the others,””I 

drafted the anti-terrorism plan for the entire Casabianca! ” 



“””The emergency defense on land can be said to be impregnable and flawless, but this loophole at sea 

has been giving me a headache! ” 

“””I didn’t expect it to be of use now! ” 

“””They would never have thought that we would choose to escape by sea. At this time, they are still 

busy with the martial law!”” ” 

“””Well …”” Looking at the heavy rain and lightning outside the boat, Zhao Yu frowned and said,””we’re 

not worried about being caught, but the weather …”” ” 

“””The weather! “”Hehe …”” Rena said confidently,””you don’t have to worry about that. My family has 

sailed for generations, so this little storm is nothing to us.”” ” 

“””I’m telling you, this yacht was left to me by my father. ” 

“””My father used to run a tourism shipping company, which was responsible for bringing tourists back 

and forth to the Canary Islands. Sometimes, when he was short of manpower, I would also go to visit the 

captain! ” 

“””By the way, have you been to the Canary Islands?”” Rena said enthusiastically,””it’s so beautiful 

there. There’s a beautiful Chinese writer. What’s her name again?”” She once lived in the Canary 

Islands!”” ” 

“””San Mao,”” Ding Lan replied without even looking up. ” 

“””Yes, that’s her! But unfortunately …””Gena shook her head and sighed.”” We’re not going there, but 

the Sahara across the sea from the Ghana islands!”” The desert!”” ” 

“””You’re saying that the house of sin is a prison?”” Hearing Rena talk about the Sahara, Zhao Yu got to 

the point. He asked,””this prison might be related to the disappearance of the world’s richest man, and 

is related to our case? ” 

“””But …”” Zhao Yu pouted.””Is it necessary to go there in person? Why can’t you use your super 

hacking skills to investigate first? Just like … Like Hu lingye?”” ” 

“””This is interesting …”” Amiola looked at the computer and said,””I’ve been working in North Africa for 

so many years, but I’ve never heard of a house of sins! As a prison, why would it be built in the desert?”” 

” 

“””Speaking of this, well …”” Gana glanced at the crowd and said meaningfully,””then we have to start 

with our historical origins. Since you are all experts, I will try to be as concise as possible!”” ” 

“””In fact, the relationship between the Western Sahara and Morocco is not as simple as it seems …”” 

Rena looked at the sea and explained to everyone seriously,””in fact, Morocco only has a part of the 

leadership rights of the Western Sahara, and it’s only a small part! ” 

“””Most of them are controlled by the local armed organizations. These armed organizations were led 

by the Sahara front and occupied the vast Sahara region. ” 



“””Their background is also more complicated. Some are pro-American, some are pro-European, and 

some other North African countries are involved. There are even some terrorist organizations and 

international consortiums …”” ” 

“””Unlike other controversial areas, this desert area, which covers an area of 30 square kilometers and 

has a population of less than 400000, is simply chaotic beyond imagination! ” 

“””Don’t look at how barren and desolate the desert is. Under the yellow sand and above the sea, there 

are rich mineral and oil resources. Therefore, it has attracted many forces that covet wealth. Every day, 

they do not spare any effort in scheming against each other and playing games of life and death … ” 

“””And these …”” Rena turned around and glanced at the crowd. She said in an unusually serious 

tone,””compared to the house of sin we’re going to, they’re nothing!”” ” 

“After hearing Rena’s introduction, Zhao Yu and the others “”expressions became complicated. ” 

“””Blifali is an ancient desert city, located at the junction of Western Sahara, mage Algeria. Although it is 

under the jurisdiction of Mauritania, in fact, we have no right to interfere at all. ” 

“””As early as World War II, the Germany Devils built a well-known prisoner camp in the Sahara in blifali! 

” 

“””Based on this tradition, in the 1990s, the Mauritania occupied the area and transformed the entire 

city into a desert prison! ” 

“””Did you know? Outside the prison, the area within a 100-kilometer radius was barren, only yellow 

sand. Therefore, they were not worried about the criminals breaking out of the prison! ” 

“””After that Mauritania mauranians lost control of this area, and the prison was handed over to the 

moroca people. After that, the hands changed several times, and now it has become a completely 

independent prison, jointly managed by many armed organizations. ” 

“””The nature of this prison is different from other prisons. Most of the prisoners are felons from 

various countries! ” 

“””This includes murderers, terrorists, despot dictators, and political criminals who have fallen from 

power. In short, it is a real home of evil!!!”” ” 

“””Hu …”” Hearing this, Zhao Yu was even more puzzled.””Why is Hu lingye so interested in this 

prison?”” Could it be that … The richest man in the world, londee, was related to the house of sins? He … 

Is locked up there?”” ” 

“””That’s hard to say!”” Rena continued to explain,””this prison is an Independent System and has no 

connection with the outside world. ” 

“””The management style of the prison is also different from other places. I heard that the situation 

inside is very chaotic! ” 

“””When I was working in the intelligence Department, I heard some rumors that the house of evil is full 

of violence, exploitation, abuse, and other crimes. The chances of those who go in coming out alive are 

very low …”” ” 



“””You mean …”” Ding Lan asked,””we’re going to this evil house that’s in a mess, and then find clues 

about londee?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Rena nodded.””If we find londee, perhaps Hu lingye’s murder and Mr. Miao’s disappearance 

will be easily solved!”” ” 

“””But … How?”” he asked. “”Since the prison is an Independent System, what can we do if we go 

there?”” asked Amelia while holding the computer. ” 

“””We can’t … Go in and be a prisoner!”” ” 

“””No! We have to find a way to hack into the prison’s intranet and search for information on the prison 

staff!”” Rena replied. ” 

“””Hacking into the intranet …”” Lola Mei pouted.””Doesn’t that mean we still have to go in?”” ” 

“””I haven’t thought about that yet,”” said Gana.””I had colleagues in Western Sahara, but I’m afraid I 

can’t contact them with my current status.”” ” 

“””Well …”” Zhao Yu looked at Ding Lan, which meant to ask if the Secret Service had any special agents 

in Western Sahara. ” 

“However, Ding Lan shook her head helplessly. ” 

“””Hey, Lola …”” Zhao Yu turned to the Middle-Eastern beauty and asked,””your insurance company’s 

boss is so capable, can you get someone to check it out?”” ” 

“The boss of the insurance company that Zhao Yu was referring to was the chief, Yusufu. ” 

“””I can’t …”” Amiola shook her head and said seriously,””our company doesn’t have any business in 

Western Sahara.”” ” 

“””Tsk …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu rolled his eyes at the Middle-Eastern beauty, but suddenly thought,””It seemed like he could 

only ask Yingluo for help! ” 

 


